
My Barcelona Dream-Part 5 

For most people, at this time, the breeding season has closed and the racing season for old birds is 

also nearly done. With young bird racing around the corner the focus will turn to this. For most!! With 

me not racing I am still breeding my team for the yearling racing next year and the road to that 

inevitable Everest of racing the Barcelona International Race. At this time of year it is occurring and to 

be hones I can feel the excitement for those participating. A friend in that of Nic Harvey, who I 

mentioned before is sending a team of 8 stalwarts. Some of which have completed the task before out 

of race time and others on their first sojourn. For me a promising hopeful in the team is Musgrove 

Optimist. The mother and father of this cock have both flown Barcelona for Nic with the mother, 

Musgrove Addiction completing the task twice. I also have ulterior motives in this cock for Nic as I 

have his nest mate in my breeding plans at the moment as well as a son of his and a daughter. All 

going well I will have 2 children of a bird that has flown Barcelona in the stock loft in a week or twos 

time, fingers crossed for Nic and his stalwart team as well as all those others in the UK and I believe 1 

from Ireland who has sent to the International from Barcelona being held this coming Friday.  

In my last article I discussed in the close about 2 cocks I was going to use on a bull system with the 

hope of producing some exceptional babies. Well plans have progressed nicely. I have produced 10 

youngsters from the Emerton cock of Nic Harvey mentioned above and he has been on the bull 

system this past week and has produced about 14 eggs. If I’m lucky I’ll have 14 more young from him 

as well. So fingers crossed this goes well. From the other cock a proven producer paired with 5 hens, 

4 Padfields and one from the Invincible Spirit line I have produced 17 to date with another 10 eggs 

hatching and 10 just floated. These hens will now be allowed to mate and rear with the cocks they are 

paired to for 1 round.  

To be honest I can hardly believe how successfully it has worked out. There were a few hitches 

through it but nothing that caused major upset. The Invincible cock filled every egg in the 2nd, 3rd and 

4th rounds, only in the first one did I have problems. This was due to me changing my system a little. I 

think I explained this in the last article so will not go over it. Once back using the system the way I was 

comfortable using things went smoother with no hiccups. I got full fertility in the eggs but not full 

hatches. In the 2 weaned rounds there 8 from 10 weaned in the first and 6 from 10 in the second. This 

is mainly because of strictness with quality in the nest. If babies do not look and develop right they do 

not leave the nest. With the other Emerton I had 4 infertile eggs from 2 hens. Not sure why this 

happened but I removed the infertile eggs and put the hens with the cocks again and success. So this 

cock will be used again from Wednesday as mentioned and from there on I will relax. Breeding for me 

will be finished. Hopefully with around 60 youngsters that will be a good start on the long road to 

making The Barcelona Dream a reality. 

Below can be seen some of the efforts of the bulling I have done. There are 8 youngsters from Nic 

Harvey’s cock. I am calling him Nic’s Addiction. He will also be paired later to his 2 aunties that Nic 

will be sending on loan for my benefit. These hens along with several others courtesy of Nic and Jim 

Emerton will grace the Stock loft soon, these others also of Emerton lines and others of the Padfield’s 

Invincible lines. To bolster this also there are others coming from Steve and Lesley Wright of the 

House of Aarden out of Padfields Invincible line I have a new found faith in both of these lines from 

both sources as Nic Harvey and Chris Booth of York are already racing birds from crosses of both 

and doing well with them. I will have, next year for myself, a round of crosses also in order to see how 

they do from Ireland. This is in the pipeline as they say. Exciting times ahead…  

 



 

 

 

The other cock on the bull system is out of the imortal Invincible Spirit lines. He has been mated to a 

grandaughter of Invincible Spirit and 4 hens out Padfields Invincible line. These have also turned out 

well. 

 

 

In addition to these young I have bred here I have 10 or so swapped youngsters from various fanciers 

around Ireland. All of which are successful in their own right at distance racing into Ireland from 

France. These swapped youngsters will also be put through their paces with all I have bred for these 

others myself. All will have to tow the line or be left behind. Of course it goes without saying that I 

must be the first to tow the line in order to give these elite of athletes the best chance of success at 

The Children from Nic’s Addistion. Father now to 10 

youngsters in the loft and at present with 7 Hens 

with a view to producing another 14 this year. Then 

I will pair him to another Hen and let him rear for 

the first time this year. Hopefully with all going to 

plan it will mean 26 from this cock this year. All 

Emerton Stock and looking exceptionally well. If 

they fly as well as they look I should do okay.  

Seen here are 5 grandchildren of 

Padfield’s Invincible. All out of a 

cock from the Invincible Spirit lines. I 

am well pleased with all of these as 

well. Again if these fly like they look 

I should do okay 



the challenges they will face. Nothing for me would be worse than sending ill prepared birds due to 

fault of mine. I will do my utmost in order to ensure that I do my best by them and hopefully their best 

will be good enough to succeed on the road to Barcelona. 

In closing I would like to say that although I have not been successful yet myself on the racing road I 

will have a round of late breds for sale towards the end of August. These will be from the Padfield 

birds I have and will all be grandchildren of Padfield’s Invincible. He himself is owned by Steve and 

Lesley Wright of the House of Aarden Padfield’s Invincible himself was 6 times 656 miles to his home 

loft in Wales and one time 757 miles from the Barcelona International. A pigeon that needs no 

introduction. 

The Emertons I will have with Nic’s Addiction being the sire of all of these young birds for sale. Nic’s 

Addiction is out of Musgrove Insights x Musgrove Addiction.  The Dam Musgrove Addiction won as a 

young bird, a race from Salisbury 57 miles. Always a steady bird. In 2012 as a 2 year old she was Nic 

Harvey’s 4th 2 year old in the clock from Barcelona 710miles to finish 46th open 9th Sec C then in 2013 in 

her 1st race she was 1st club Bedhampton 79 birds. She was then sent to Barcelona after a bad Niort, she 

picked up well and was sent sitting 2 day old eggs she returned on a sweltering hot Sunday to achieve 11th 

open 264 birds 2nd Sec 49 birds with the BBC and was duplicated into the BICC when she was 19 Open 

309 birds 4th West Sec. The Sire Musgrove Insights was always a steady pigeon achieving, in the 

Barcelona  International 2012, a respectable  27th open 337 birds 2 Sec C 106 birds doing a velocity of 413 

817. 

In essence it means that every bird on offer here will be grandchildren of birds that have flown 

Barcelona International to their respective homes. In some cases there will be more than 1 

grandparent in the pedigree having flown in the prestigious Barcelona International. I am located 

myself in Dublin, Ireland and can be reached at the address or number below.  

On a final note, I have heard that there is 1 stalwart Irish man having sent to the Barcelona 

International this week. I would just like to wish him all the best in this effort and hope his bird comes 

through for him. Good luck to all taking part. 

Until next time, 

Michael 

Mifeeney634@gmail.com 

Ireland: 087 7187535 or International 0035387 7187535 
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